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Transparency and dressing for optical pulse pairs through a double-A absorbing medium
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Through numerical simulations we show that the propagation of pairs of optical pulses in a double-A.
configuration is favorable for the attainment of electromagnetically induced transparency with matched pulses,
even through a long absorbing sample. The double-A configuration allows a fiexible and precise control of the
amplitudes and phases for the propagating pulses. Different atomic and field configurations based on a double-
A system in rubidium atoms have been explored.

PACS number(s): 42.50.6y, 42.25.Bs, 42.50.Hz

The phenomenon of electromagnetically induced transpar-
ency (EIT) in the propagation of laser radiation through an
absorbing medium has been recently investigated and ex-
plained in terms of quantum coherence and interference for
three-level atomic systems in A, V, and cascade configura-
tions [1—5]. In the A configuration, if the atomic medium is
prepared in a quantum superposition of states, matched
pulses, i.e., a pair of optical pulses whose amplitude and
phase have a well defined relation, propagate without absorp-
tion [2,4]. The mechanism of coherent population trapping
[6] is responsible for EIT in a A system [4]. Pulse matching
takes place owing to the nonlinear interaction between the
pair of time-varying envelope fields and the atoms, prepared
in the coherent population trapping superposition. The two
fields, each one resonant with one transition of the A system,
while propagating through the absorbing medium, experi-
ence reshaping until, after a characteristic penetration depth,
temporal pulse matching of the field envelope shapes and
transparency take place.

The propagation of matched pulses may be described as
the spatiotemporal transparency for a linear superposition of
optical electric field amplitudes. That transparent superposi-
tion of optical fields, or dressing [7], is fixed by the ampli-
tudes in the atomic coherent trapping superposition and the
preparation of the atomic quantum superposition allows a
handle on the choice of the matched pulse characteristics.
Thus atomic preparation represents the first stage in the
realization of pulse matching. The question of the prepara-
tion of the coherent population trapping superposition state
has been addressed by Agarwal [3] and Harris [4]. They
assume that the time-varying fields of the pulse pair are su-
perimposed onto constant electric field components, resonant
with the atomic transitions, which produce the trapping su-
perposition. If this assumption is renounced, numerical simu-
lations show [4] that pulse matching is attained as well, but
pulses undergo leading-edge preparation losses as they pre-
pare the trapping state. Therefore, a completely lossless
propagation cannot be achieved.

In this Rapid Communication we show, through numeri-
cal simulations, how, in a double-A four-level atomic system
like that of Fig. 1, a separate pulse pair can be used to pre-
pare the atomic superposition. Our numerical simulations re-
port completely lossless propagation of shape matched
pulses within long penetration distances inside an absorbing
medium. Moreover, the transparency and dressing of the

pulse matched pair can be controlled very precisely and with
a large degree of freedom. In the double-A system atomic
preparation and matching take place on different atomic tran-
sitions, so that a very flexible control of the amplitude and
phase for the two electromagnetic fields composing the
transmitted pulse is realized. The introduction of a short time
delay between the preparation pulses, to be denoted as cou-
pling, and the matched pulses, denoted as probe, allows us to
separate the phases of atomic preparation and pulse match-
ing. Furthermore, we have found that the assistance between
simultaneously propagating coupling and probe pulses is re-
sponsible for an enhancement of the lossless propagation and
pulse shape preserving. This electromagnetic assistance on
the pulse matching is produced by the coherence between the
two upper states of the four-level system. A similar electro-
magnetic assistance was reported before in the context of
simulton theory [8].

The double-A scheme has already been investigated in
the context of amplification without population inversion
[9—11]. In [9] amplification without inversion became fea-
sible if a high degree of coherence between the lower states
was established and a definite condition on the population
difference between the upper states was fulfilled. In the
analysis reported in [11],the coherence between the two up-
per levels was shown to provide an additional mechanism for
inversionless amplification. However, in our simulations we
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FIG. 1. Atomic energy levels in the double-A configuration.
Optical transitions and spontaneous decays from!B) and!R) states
are indicated. A nonradiative coupling y2i between ground states is
introduced. In the simulations, we investigated both cases with
strong pulses and weak probe pulses acting on the transitions to
states!B) and ~R), and vice versa.
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do not obtain amplification without inversion, because the
characteristic requirements on the upper state populations are
not fulfilled.

The double-A system is composed of two A subsystems,
which share the lower energy levels I1) and I2) with upper
levels IB) "blue" and IR) "red." We treat a configuration
where a pair of strong coupling fields is coupled to one of the
two A subsystems and a pair of weak probe fields interacts
with the other (see Fig. 1). Since the coupling pair is several
orders of magnitude stronger than the probe pair, the sub-
system concerned with the coupling fields is nearly decou-
pled from the other. Thus the intense coupling fields trap the
atoms in the nonabsorbing coherent trapping superposition of
I1) and I2) ground states; the probe pulses, on the other
hand, by interacting with thus prepared atoms, experience
amplitude and phase shape matching. The following expres-
sions for the applied electromagnetic fields are considered:

E~ (z, t) =Re(h~ (z, t)exp( —iso/t r+ik„z)),

E~ (z, t) =Re{F~ (z, t) exp( —i a)/t t+ ik„,z)),

Es (z, t)=Re{I~ (z, )exp( —iso/i +iks z)),

E/i, (z, t) =Rej@z (z, t)exp( —icos t+iks z)),

Pal1) —~al2)

V~B PB
(2)

INC) is an eigenstate of the field-atom interaction Hamil-
tonian and is decoupled from the coupling fields acting on
the transitions to the IB) state: atoms in the INC) state do
not absorb radiation from the coupling fields. The coupled
state, given by the orthogonal superposition, allows transi-
tions to the upper state. In general, in a double-A system, the

INC) state is nonabsorbing with respect to the coupling
fields that generate it, but it does couple to the probe fields.
However, if the noncoupled quantum superposition for the
probe fields coincides with that of the coupling fields, the
probe fields also are not absorbed and they propagate freely.
It is immediately verified that the two nonabsorbing super-
positions coincide if the probe pulses have their Rabi fre-
quencies in the same ratio as the coupling pulses. The fol-
lowing condition results:

Pa PR
'

where we assume that each field component interacts with
one atomic transition only. We suppose also that exact reso-
nance conditions are fulfilled. The time- and space-
dependent Rabi frequencies, defined respectively for the
transitions I1)-IR) and I2)-IR), are a&=////t Cz /2fi and

PR= p~ 8'z /2', with pit (i =1,2) dipole matrix elements.

as and P/i are the analogous quantities for the transitions
involving the state IB). If we propose using the excitations
to the IB) state as coupling transitions, the INC) noncoupled
state is given by

Shape matched pulses satisfying this condition are stable so-
lutions for the propagation in the double-A scheme. The con-
dition of Eq. (3) is independent of which transitions of the
double-A system are used for the coupling fields and which
are used for the probe fields.

The semiclassical description of the interaction between
electromagnetic fields and a homogeneously broadened ma-
terial medium, in the configuration represented in Fig. 1,
leads to a set of Maxwell-Bloch coupled nonlinear partial
differential equations I9]. We have used, in the simulations,
the parameters of a double-A system in a Rb atomic beam
with sta«s [121 II) = IS'Si/.F=1mF=» 1»= IS'Sl/2E

1 mF —» IR) = Is'P3/2F 1 mF=» IB)=16'&3/2E
= 1,mF = 0). The electric fields of Eq. (1) are supposed to be
o. and o.+ polarized. The spontaneous emission decay rates
of the Rb excited states, at wavelengths of 780.0 and
420.2 nm, respectively, are I &

= 3.77X 10 s and
I z= 8.93X 10 s . The nonradiative coupling y2& between
the two ground states determines the finite lifetime of the
coherent trapping superposition: the value y2&=5 X 10 s
has been assumed. Such a value for y2& results in a lifetime
of the noncoupled state that is much longer than the time
duration of the pulses, so that the loss in coherence of the
ground-state superposition is not a limitation.

We have solved numerically the partial differential equa-
tions in the moving frame, along the propagation direction,
defined by the variables (=z and retarded time 7.=r z/c, —
where c is the velocity of the light in the medium. Given the
time evolution at the entrance of the medium as an initial
condition for the field envelopes, and the initial conditions of
thermal equilibrium for the atomic variables throughout the
medium, we determine the temporal profiles of field and
atom variables at any fixed ( position. The f coordinate val-
ues are expressed as multiples of a, the Beers law absorp-
tion length for the transitions from each ground state to the
excited state, which involve the probe pulses. In the simula-
tions the amplitudes of the electromagnetic fields have been
chosen real, before they enter the medium; since we assume
conditions of exact resonance with the atomic transitions,
they remain real during the propagation.

Figures 2 and 3 refer to the case where the coupling
preparation is based on the excitations of the IB) state and
the probe takes place on the transitions to the IR) state. In
Fig. 2, the coupling field amplitudes are shown as a function
of the time at different penetration distances through the
atomic medium. They are compared with the occupations of
the noncoupled trapping state and the coupled state, p&c zc
and pc c, respectively. The strong coupling blue pulses,
while propagating through the medium, excite the IB) state
and pump the atoms into the noncoupled state. In the simu-
lations reported in Fig. 2, the maximum population in the
noncoupled state is only about 90%, since the coupling fields
have been switched off before the full accomplishment of the
trapping process. Such a preparation of the medium does not
provide the optimum conditions for pulse matching, but al-
lows us to distinguish between different physical mecha-
nisms concerned with pulse matching. The transmitted cou-
pling fields, together with the population of the coupled
superposition, display Rabi oscillations. The population of
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of the probe pulses as (solid line) and Ps
(dotted line) as they propagate simultaneously with coupling lasers
on the transitions to the ~R) state. At the entrance of the medium,
the probe shapes are as in Fig. 3(a). Penetration depths in (a)
fu=30 and in (b) gn=300.

lengths longer than /+=300. The simulations reported in
Fig. 4 evidence the joint effect of the full preparation of the
atoms in the trapping superposition and of the electromag-
netic assistance provided by the coupling fields. The way to

accomplish that is to use coupling pulses that overlap the
time envelopes of the probes and propagate through the me-
dium enough in advance to complete the trapping process.

We have also numerically investigated the pulse matching
process as a function of the time delay of the probe pulses
with or without time overlap with the coupling laser pulses.
Without simultaneous propagation of the two pulse pairs, at
time delays where the pzz coherence has died out, but the

p2& coherence is still on, the atomic system is effectively a
three-level A system prepared in the trapping state by the
coupling pair. Investigation of this time delayed regime has
allowed us to isolate the influence of the coherent population
trapping preparation from the electromagnetic assistance
provided, through the pzz coherence, by the simultaneous
presence of the coupling fields. We have verified that, even if
pulse matching is realized in the time-delayed propagation,
the electromagnetic assistance greatly enhances the pulse
shape preservation.

In conclusion, we have studied the propagation of pairs of
weak probe pulses through a double-A medium, prepared by
a pair of strong coupling pulses. Exploration of the pulse
matching process over the different transitions of the double-
A system has allowed us to determine the influence of dif-
ferent atomic and laser parameters. Numerical calculations
show completely lossless propagation of shape matched
pulses: leading edge preparation losses have been avoided
and conditions on the pulse areas ignored. Finally the elec-
tromagnetic assistance on the pulse matching process pro-
vided by the upper level coherence has been discovered.
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